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Abstract—In the context of military training for stabilization
operation of a crisis zone with civilian population, understanding
the formation of attitude and its dynamics is a key issue. This
paper presents a multi-agent model for simulating attitude forma-
tion and change based on individual’s perception of information
and its diffusion through communication. We represent the
attitude as object-evaluation associations of varying strength pro-
posed by Fazio [1]. Individuals observe military operations. They
exchange and revise beliefs about social objects depending on
multiple criteria deriving from social psychology theories. They
compute their attitude value based on analytic assessment of these
beliefs. We illustrate, through several simulation experiments, the
role of communication on attitude dynamics.

Index Terms—multi-agent system, social simulation, social
psychology, attitude dynamics, information diffusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial Context

The new paradigm of war: During the last two decades,
stabilization operations in Former Yugoslavia, Somalia, Timor,
Western Africa, Iraq and Afghanistan have brought to light
a deep shift that occurred in the military affairs from in-
dustrial war to a paradigm identified as “war amidst the
people”[2]. Today, most of the military operations involving
western Forces face irregular opponents. These new types of
opponent (insurgents such as guerrillas, rebels or terrorists) use
asymmetrical tactics (Improvised Explosive Device, ambush,
hostage taking, night letters) and blend themselves into their
“human environment”, where they find some support based on
ethnic, political or religious affinities. In order to counter them
and stabilize the crisis zone, one must restore security and
governance and provide grounds for economical development.
In this context, stabilization does not consist only in tactical
success in combat operations, but also relies on what is known
as “non-kinetic” actions (i.e. that do not rely on effective
usage of force). The so called “civil-military” actions and

specific communication actions1 aim at altering the perception,
attitudes and behaviours within the population and at hindering
pro-insurgent dynamics. Several recent military doctrines in
US [3], UK[4] and France [5] have emphasized these new
capabilities in support of stabilization and counter-insurgency
operations. The understanding of the human terrain and its
dynamics is the key for answering those new operational needs
and obviously calls for a modelling effort.

Needs for new systems: The command and control sys-
tems and the training simulation systems currently in use by
the military Forces have all been designed for conventional
warfare. They show little relevance to capture or simulate
population-centric phenomena and human dynamics. More
specifically units specialized in non-kinetic actions do not
appear to have any digital tools to plan or evaluate their
operations and no computer aided training is available to
them. Moreover, conventional combat unit and command staff
lack training for human terrain awareness when attempting to
plan and run “full spectrum operations”[6]. Several industrial
research projects based on multi-agent simulations modelling
social phenomenon in an insurgency situation were realized
in order to address these new needs. They tackle various
issues such as forecasting irregular warfare, training soldiers
to befriend the population or modelling impacts of stabiliza-
tion operations on populace beliefs [7],[8],[9]. Although the
major need that is to model the perception-attitude-behaviour
dynamics toward Forces actions and peculiarly communication
actions remains unsolved. The first part of this problem which
corresponds to the building and adaptation of population
attitudes according to their perceptions and communications
call on a well known topic by academics: the research field
of attitude dynamics.

1Also known as Psychological Operations [NATO], Military Information
Support Operation [US], Military Community Outreach [UN]
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Scientific Context

The concept of attitude derived from social psychology
could be defined as “a mental and neural state of readiness
organized through experience, exerting a directive or dynamic
influence upon the individual’s response to all objects and
situations with which it is related” [10]. Therefore attitudes
have been at the heart of models that anticipate behaviour
as in the military approach we have showed in the previous
section. The latent characteristic of the attitude implies that
at least two levels exist: the genotypic level (i.e. its formation
and transformation level) and the phenotypic level (i.e. where
it is expressed). The opinion is located at the latter level by
enabling the inference of its underlying attitude: it represents
one of the behavioural expression form of the attitude. In other
words, the quantification of the opinion concerns epistemolog-
ically only the verbal expression of the subject and is under
no circumstance a transparent reflection of the attitude [11]. In
some scientific research on the topic of “opinion” dynamics,
the words attitude and opinion are often confused, despite
their clear distinction in social psychology. In our model we
will avoid such confusion and focus on attitude dynamics
only. By attitude dynamics we refer to the propagation and
evolution of attitudes in a population of individuals. This
field interests various disciplines such as social simulation,
social psychology, social physics or complexity science. The
process of attitude dynamics can be modelled as the result
of communications and influences between members within a
group. Thus, agent-based modelling constitutes an appropriate
approach to study complex social phenomenon as it is funded
on micro modelling of individuals and their interactions to
analyse emergent macro trends [12].

Objectives

In this context, our aim is to propose a multi-agent based
simulation model that will help the Forces to understand
populations’ attitudes dynamics by considering three aspects :
1) People construct and adapt their attitude according to

their perception, evaluation of the social object. In order
to account for such a mechanism, our model will take
inspiration from social psychology theories, following
the methodology of psychomimetism [13]. In particular
we will follow the Fazio’s approach of attitude as object-
evaluation associations [1] as a basis for our modelling
framework.

2) Facts are witnessed by only a small part of the popula-
tion, while some of them are known by the majority. This
could be due to the spreading of the information among
some social networks. Therefore it would be crucial to
account for these communication factors if we aim to
understand the attitude dynamics.

3) Social tensions (e.g. ethnic or religious conflicts) that can
fracture the human terrain alter the information interpre-
tation of individuals depending on their affiliation. The
model will integrate such tensions by including attitudes
between potentially conflicting social groups.

In summary, our model will address the problem of attitude
construction and adaptation toward Forces based on the per-

ceptions that have individuals on their actions, inter-personal
factual communication and populations’ social preferences.
The present paper is organized as follows. After presenting
the related works in social simulation of attitude dynamics,
we will detail our model of attitude dynamics. The conceptual
objects will be described in the Static Model section, and the
Model Dynamics section will detail how we manipulate the
concepts to enable our population construct, revise and then
communicate their beliefs and attitudes. Finally, we will show
experiments through some scenarios using the model and their
results before concluding.

II. RELATED WORKS

Attitude dynamics studies diverse complex social phe-
nomenon such as the vote [14], the expansion of extremism
[15] or the diffusion of information and its effects [16]. Despite
this variety of subjects studied, it is generally possible to
classify the literature along three different axes [17]: the model
of attitude itself, the diffusion/communication mechanism and
the impact of the network topology constituting the social
environment. However, in our work, as discussed in the
previous section, we propose to focus on two aspects of atti-
tude dynamics: the model of attitude and the communication
mechanism. The following paragraph shows some contribution
in these domains and pinpoints some limits. Subsequently, we
will propose a model that could fulfil these shortages.

A. Attitude model

Attitude dynamics first depends on the representation model
of attitude. In the first known models of attitudes (e.g. [18]),
attitude was represented as a binary or real value. Dur-
ing the last decade, several works proposed more complex
representations of attitudes. For instance, in their study on
political attitudes and behaviours dynamics, Kottonau et al.
[14] construct attitudes based on multiple social psychology
theories encompassing the ten dimensions of attitude strength
such as its extremity, intensity, certainty, importance etc. [19].
However, as was pointed out by [20], most of these models
choose to represent information as attractive or repulsive
forces. The reason is that they focus only on the individuals’
interactions and the resulting changes in attitude (through
diffusion): they do not consider the construction mechanism
of the attitude itself. Other research in social psychology study
the formation of attitudes at an individual level: in these
models, an attitude is based on information concerning the
social object, acquired through experience [10], [21], [22],
[?]. Based on this, Urbig and Malitz [15] propose to represent
attitude as the sum of the evaluations of the aimed object’s
features. This approach is derived from the attitude theory of
Fishbein and Ajzen [22], [23]. While Urbig and Malitz’ model
constitute an interesting view on attitude formation, it has two
limits with respect to our objectives. First, the attitude revision
is based on the bounded confidence model [24], [25]: when
two individuals (selected randomly) have attitude values close
to each other (with a fixed threshold), each one modifies its
attitude so that it gets closer to its peer’s. As a consequence,
the attitude value after the initialization phase is no longer
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connected to the beliefs of each agent regarding the social
object (it is mainly influenced by the peers’ values). d Second,
this model does not consider the limited rationality specific to
a human being [?], all the evaluations are equally accessible
within the memory whether these information are recent or
old, important or not from the individual’s point of view.
As a result, individuals could retain not pertinent information
forever instead of forgetting it (i.e. exclude it from the attitude
construction).
However, the model proposed by Fazio, based on object-

evaluation associations with varying strength, seems a promis-
ing approach to overcome these two weaknesses [1]. The
main idea of this model is to represent an attitude as a set
of evaluations of the social object. Each evaluation is based
on information about the object, called memory association,
and is weighted by an accessibility value determining the
evaluation’s degree of reminiscence. By essence, this model
maintains the connection between cognitive representation of
object’s and the corresponding attitude, following Heider’s
recommendation [26]. Moreover, it takes into account the rem-
iniscence capability of individuals, i.e. the limited rationality
[?].
To our knowledge, Fazio’s model has not been implemented

and evaluated in multi-agent simulation. In this paper, we
propose to implement this concept of attitude. More precisely,
the model will base the attitudes on the evaluation of indi-
viduals’ beliefs about actions done by the object of attitude.
For modelling purposes and for the sake of simplicity, beliefs
refer to informations held by individuals and do not encompass
incorrect beliefs, intentional deception etc. The accessibility
value will be computed using the impact of the action and the
credibility of the source.

B. Communication mechanism

The second dimension we consider in our research for
attitude dynamics is the diffusion mechanism of attitude
through which simulation’s actors influence each other. This
mechanism is characterized by three basic settings [17]: the
definition of the information type, the definition of the par-
ticipants required to the interaction and the definition of the
influence process.
Regarding the information type, in most works, the message

content is the attitude itself [17], [20] or parts of the attitude
[15], [27]. While it is true that daily communication is heavily
based on attitudinal information (e.g. assessment without argu-
ments, commercials etc.), conversational narratives (reporting
facts) also represent a significant part of communication,
maybe up to 40% according to Eggins [28]. Moreover, to
our knowledge, there is no psychological theory describing
in detail the impact of a communication about attitude itself.
For this reason, we propose to base our attitude dynamics and
communication mechanism on beliefs exchange and updates,
rather than direct attitudinal influence.
Little work seem to have been done in this view in the

domain of attitude dynamics. However, research in the domain
of innovation diffusion, such as the COBAN system [29],
propose models for beliefs exchange. In the model proposed

by Thiriot and Kant [29], knowledge representation relies on
associative networks and the communication protocol is based
on social objects. More precisely, communications consist
in exchanging part of the emitter’s belief network to his
addressee. Then, the receiver of the message may revise his
own network depending on some criteria such as the source’s
credibility or the compatibility of the new information with
his/her own knowledge. This model was proposed for inno-
vation diffusion and evaluated on a word-to-mouth problem.
However, since the whole knowledge network is an evaluation
of a social object, it is very similar to an attitude, hence,
we can assume this model can be used to compute attitude
diffusion (and dynamics). For this reason, we propose to reuse
this communication mechanism in our model, by replacing the
knowledge network by agent’s beliefs about actions proceeded
by the Forces.

C. Attitude Dynamics Based on Beliefs Dynamic

In the next sections we will present our model of attitude dy-
namics implementing Fazio’s concept of attitude, with a belief
diffusion model based on Thiriot’s model. Basically, the idea
of a simulation’s proceeding consists in execution of actions
(patrol, medical support, bombing) by the Forces (UN, terrorist
or others) over time that are perceived by the individuals.
Those individuals’ perceptions, once evaluated respectively to
their subjectivity characterized by their former attitudes and
affiliations, will bring them information on Forces’ benefits
which will be memorized into their beliefs. Based on these
personal beliefs’ evaluations, people will adapt their attitudes
and may communicate their knowledge to spread information
into their social network. Every agent will compute attitudes
toward the Forces based on the evaluation of their belief base.
We will first present the static model (section III) which

describes the key concepts needed to construct the simulation:
the different actors (the population represented by individuals
grouped into different factions, and the Forces), the actions,
their corresponding beliefs, the attitudes and finally the mes-
sages. We will show, in section IV, how the model manipulates
these concepts by exchanging beliefs and dynamically com-
puting attitudes.

III. STATIC MODEL

This section defines the representation of the key concepts
in our multi-agent model of attitude dynamics. In our model,
we consider a set of Forces, representing the belligerents as
abstract entities (the UN, the terrorists, etc) and a set of agents,
representing the members of the population, each one building
and updating an attitude toward the Forces.

A. Individuals

The individuals of the population are represented by compu-
tational agents and are characterized by a unique social group
defined as “a set of individuals sharing similar characteristics
or goals” (in our application case, these social groups are
ethnic groups). Let us denote SG = {SG1, SG2, ..., SGn}
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the set of social groups and Ind the set of all individuals.
Each individual i ∈ Ind is defined by a tuple

i = ?socialGroup(i), Blf(i), Cnt(i)?
with:

• socialGroup(i) ∈ SG the social group of the individual
• Blf(i) the set of all the beliefs on actions present in
the individual’s memory (belief description is detailed in
section III-F)

• Cnt(i) ⊂ Ind − {i} the set of all the contacts of the
individual in the interaction network (see section IV)

B. Forces

The Forces represent objects that can act in the simulation
and for which we want to analyse the attitudes evolution
among the population. Each of them correspond to an com-
putational automaton executing its actions list given by the
user (for instance, in the context of military interventions, the
UN can secure a zone, the terrorists can perform a bombing
attack ...). For each Force f ∈ F , we denote actionList(f)
the ordered list of actions (defined in III-D) to be executed
during the simulation.

C. Social Objects

We call social object an abstract or concrete, human or
artificial entity on which people (at least two) exert a social
behaviour (attitude formation, opinion exchange, formation of
social representation, etc.). Here, the social objects are the
objects that are the focus of the attitudes: the Forces and social
groups. We denote SO ∈ SG∪F the set of all social objects.

D. Actions

An action represents an accomplished task by a Force that
affects SO through impacts. We denote Act the set of all
actions. An action a ∈ Act is defined by:

a = ?name(a), force(a), date(a), impactList(a)?
with:

• name(a) the unique name of the action
• force(a) ∈ F the Force which performed the action
• date(a) the occurrence date of the action
• impactList(a) = {impact(a)1, · · · , impact(a)k} a list
of impacts’ information due to the action (defined in the
section below).

In the following sections, i and j will always be used to
denote an individuals (i.e. agents) and a will always represent
an action.

E. Impact

An impact defines the objective effect’s payoff of an action
on a specific social object. Impacts are always defined w.r.t.
a specific actions. Besides this information is associated to a
certain credibility accorded to its source. Thus, we define an
impact ip(a) as a tuple:

ip(a) = ?subject(ip(a)), payoff (ip(a)), credibility(ip(a))?

with:
• subject(ip(a)) ∈ SO the social object associated to the
subject impacted by the action

• payoff(ip(a)) ∈ [−1, 1] the payoff acquired by the
subject which is negative when harmful and positive when
beneficial

• credibility(ip(a)) noted also σ(ip(a)), the credibility of
this impact’s information’s source with σ(ip(a)) ∈ Σ =
{σ1, σ2, ..., σs}, s ∈ N , σ1 ? σ2 ? ... ? σs

It is important to note that we have a finite ordered set
of possible credibility values, with a minimum (σ1) and a
maximum (σs). They will be used in the action perception
mechanism in section IV.

F. Beliefs

The computation of attitudes by the individuals of the
population is done by manipulating a set of beliefs about
actions that they have either directly witnessed or indirectly
heard of. The set of all the beliefs of an individual i is defined
as a set of actions:

Blf(i) = {action(i)
1 . . . action(i)

n }
with: action(i)

k ∈ Act the action concerned by the belief stored
in the agent’s memory.
Actually, actions will only exist in our model as beliefs,

should they be witnessed actions, believed actions or commu-
nicated actions. For this reason, we shall always indicate the
point of view of an action. We denote a(i) the action as it
is believed and interpreted by agent i and, by extension, we
denote impactList(a, i) the impact list of action a interpreted
by i and for each ip(a, i) ∈ impactList(a, i):

• subject(ip(a, i)) the impacted social object;
• payoff(ip(a, i)) the payoff estimated by i for the social
object;

• σ(ip(a, i)) the credibility of this impact’s for i.

G. Attitudes

For a given individual, each social object is associated to
an attitude. We build a function att : Ind × SO → [−1, 1]
a function that computes the attitude att(i, o) value of the
individual i toward the social object so, negative when bad
and positive when favourable (see IV-G).
We must distinguish between two sorts of social objects:
a) Attitudes on Social Groups: People have attitudes

toward the different social groups that emanate from social
tensions present within the population. We define a table
aTable|SG|,|SG| with values in [−1, 1], parameter of the sim-
ulation, which contains the inter social groups attitudes, that
are considered fixed in our model. The attitude of an agent
toward an social group follows this table:

∀i ∈ Ind, ∀sg(j) ∈ SG, att(i, sg(j)) = aTable(sg(i), sg(j))

Below, an example of attitudes configuration:
By extension, we will define att(i, j) the attitude of agent

i toward agent j as:

∀(i, j) ∈ I2, att(i, j) = att(i, sg(j))
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Fig. 1. Example of inter-social group attitudes configuration

b) Attitudes on Forces: The heart of this model consists
to simulate the dynamics of the attitudes of the population
toward the Forces. We conceptualize this dynamic as the result
of individual’s perceptions of the Forces’ actions. The dynamic
model of attitudes’ revision is described in section IV. The
value of att(i, f) will be defined in this section.

H. Messages

During the simulation, Forces communicate on their actions
to the population in which the information is propagated.
These communications are done through messages defined by:

m = ?emitter(m), date(m), act(m), Adr(m)?
where:

• emitter(m) ∈ SO the social object associated to the
emitter of the message

• date(m) ∈ N the emission/reception date of the message
• act(m) ∈ Blfemitter(m) the action belief reported by the
message

• Adr(m) ⊂ Agt the addresses of the message

IV. MODEL DYNAMICS

This section describes the different cognitive mechanisms
that will allow the agents to revise their beliefs and compute
attitudes. In the course of the simulation, Forces proceed to
actions that impacts the population. Individuals that perceive
these actions acquire new information and revise the associated
impacts. This modification of their beliefs will allow them to
compute new values for the attitudes toward the Forces.

A. Action perception

In our model, action perception can be done in three ways:
1) Direct perception: the agent either is subject to the

action or directly witnesses it (e.g. the UN Force brings
food to the village and the agent is a member of the
village or was around when the action was done);

2) Force communication: the Force communicates about
an action toward the population and the agent is one of
the addressees;

3) Intra-population communication: the agent is given
information about a previously perceived action by an-
other agent, through a message.

Cases 1 and 2 are scripted in our model: they are defined in
each actionList(f), ∀f ∈ F . In that case, the credibility value
of the impact for this action is fixed: all direct perceptions
have a credibility value set to the maximum (σ1) and all Force
communication actions have a credibility value set to the min-
imum (σmin). For the intra-population communication (case

Fig. 2. Small-world network for 3 social groups used in our simulation
model

3), the value of the impact credibility of the communicated
information (action(m)) is exactly the value in the sender’s
belief base (action(emitter(m))): the agent communicates
the action as it is in its belief base. As will be shown in
subsection IV-C, it is the addressee that might modify this
value when adding this new information to its own impact
list.

B. Intra-population communication

The intra-population communication relies on the list of
individual contacts (Cnt(i)): agent can communicate infor-
mation from their belief base (i.e. actions) to their contacts.
We will first explain how this contact list is built in our model.
We will then show how agents select which belief they want
to communicate and when.
1) Network topology: The contact list of agents is de-

fined by the network topology of the social environment in
which the information spread through interactions. In most
work on attitude dynamics, research use a network to define
the interaction between agents, their frequency and intensity
(e.g. based on affinity between individuals). In our model,
we simply consider the links as possible communications
between two individuals, regardless of their social group or
any other possible affinity. However, unlike what is done in
some work [18], [30] where the agent do not really consider
any network topology, it seems important in our model to
have a network topology that captures in some sense the
context of the simulation with different social groups: agents
communicate more inside their social group. The recent trend
in this domain is to explore the model dynamics in the context
of complex social networks such as small-world [31] or scale
free networks [32]. Some rare works use advanced networks
build with synthetic population generators which take into
account qualitative and/or quantitative social demographic data
(i.e. social statistics, social structure, economic data etc.) [33],
[34]. In our case, due to the lack of data on the human
environment of our interest (crisis zones), we build our social
environment based on small-world networks. Figure 2 gives an
example of such a small-world network for 3 social groups.
For simplicity purpose, the topology of the network is given
as a parameter and remains static during the whole simulation.
2) Belief communication : The purpose of intra-population

messages is to report actions made by the Forces to let people
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know their impacts. Whenever an agent receives a message
(knowledge acquisition), it will not only update its belief base
(as presented in subsection IV-C): it will also evaluate its level
of interest for re-transmission to the agents in its contacts
Cnt(i).
The value of re-transmission interest is based on two

criterion from the simplicity theory by Dessalles [35]:
• The credibility of information: credible information is
more likely to be communicated.

• The recency of the information: recent information is
more interesting to communicate.

Given an action a that an agent i has just received and
interpreted (see section IV-C below), the interest for the agent
i to re-transmit a toward all the agents j ∈ Cnt(i) using a
message is given by the linear combination of the average
credibility of a and its recency, defined as:

cred(a, i) =

?
ip∈impactList(a,i)

σ(ip)

|impactList(a, i)| (1)

and:

recency(a, i) = 1 +max

?
0,

date(a, i)− cdate

m

?
(2)

where cdate is the current date and m is a fixed parameter,
equal to the size of the working memory. We define two
parameters α and β that balance the importance of recency
and credibility. Let interest(a) be the re-transmission interest
value of a:

interest(a, i) = α × cred(a, i) + β × recency(a, i) (3)

The action a will be re-transmitted if and only if
interest(a, i) > Tcom, with Tcom being a fixed threshold in
the simulation.
When the belief a has to be re-transmitted, the agent does

not retransmit it to all its contacts in Cnt(i): the selection of
contacts is based on a uniform random basis, depending on
the action’s interest. The agent builds a list of recipients R for
the message m = {i, cdate, a(i), R(m)}. Let j ∈ Cnt(i) be
a contact agent: the probability that j ∈ R(m) is defined by
choosing a random value r ∈ [0, interest(a, i).Tcom].
Note that the transmitted action only contains the impacts

of the initial communication. For instance, if a Force does
an action with given impacts several times, agents will only
communicate about the impacts of the last occurrence. Also,
as it will be presented in the next subsection, agent interprets
action a prior to computing its interest and re-transmitting
it. Hence, the credibility value of the impacts related to
the transmitted action might differ from those of the initial
information. The idea is that an information coming from
the uncle of the wife of a friend is less credible than if it
came directly from the friend. Thus, the reach of messages’
dissemination is limited by this decreasing credibility process.

C. Belief revision

Whenever an agent i receives a new information a(j),
either as a direct observation, through Force communication

or via intra-population message exchange, it updates its beliefs
Blf(i) as follows:

1) If the action comes from a Force communica-
tion or intra-population communication, each cred-
ibility σ(ip(a, i)) associated to the impact ip ∈
impactList(a, i) is decremented of one unit with re-
spect to its initial value σ(ip(a, j)). For instance, if a
friend tells us that he saw an action, we won’t believe
it at the same level as he would.

2) If the action a does not already exists in Blf(i)
(i.e. there is no action with the same name(a) and
force(a)), the agent adds this action as a new belief.
The date of the newly added action is the current date
and the impacts is set to impactList(a, j).

3) If the action already exists, its date and impact list is
updated depending on the impacts list of the received
information. date(a, i) is set to date(a, j). For each
impact ip ∈ impactList(a, j), three situations can
occur:

a) If ip does not appear in the impacts list of a(i),
i.e. if there is no ip? ∈ impactList(a, i) such that
subject(ip?) = subject(ip), then ip is added to
the impact list impactList(a, i). This corresponds
to the acquisition of new information: in this action
that the agent already heard of, someone was
rewarded/punished and he did not know this.

b) If ip appears in the impacts list of a(i) and is com-
patible in terms of impact value, i.e. if there exists
ip? ∈ impactList(a, i) such that subject(ip?) =
subject(ip), and |payoff(ip?)−payoff(ip)| ≤ ε,
with ε a fixed threshold, then ip is not added to the
belief base but instead, σ(ip?) has a probability to
be modified to the immediate next value in Σ if
and only if σ(ip?) < σ(ip). This corresponds to the
situation in which the agent already knows about
someone being rewarded or punished through an
action, but it learns this information again from a
higher-confidence source.

c) If ip appears in the impacts list of a(i) and is
not compatible in terms of impact value, the agent
has to revise both the impact and credibility value.
There is a probability that the new impact ip
replaces the impact ip? in impactList(a, i).

For impact revision in case of compatible or incompatible
informations (case 3.b and 3.c above), we implement a process
derived from the probabilistic revision proposed by Thiriot
and Kant [29]. Their mechanisms are based on a probability
table that compares the credibility of the new information’s
source to the belief’s one stored in memory. The information
supported by the highest credibility gets a higher probability to
be retained. This method offers several descriptive properties
compliant with real-world observation : the temporality of
information (i.e. more information is old, more it risks being
replaced), the impact of multiple sources (i.e. more it has
sources, more it increases the likelihood of revision) and
information inertia (i.e. recent information is unlikely to be
replaced). In our precise case, the information is the impacts
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of actions related by beliefs. The revision probability value for
|Σ| = 3 is given by Figure 3. If a low credibility is given to an
impact and a new information accounts for an impact with high
credibility, the impact value and corresponding credibility will
very probably be updated. On the contrary, if a high credibility
impact is in contradiction with a low credibility one, there is
only a 10% chance that the agent revises this impact.

Fig. 3. Example of revision probability table depending on credibility
confrontation

D. Attitude construction: general principle
Whenever the reception of a new information about an

action a done by a Force f resulted in a belief revision in
Blf(i), individual i will adapt its attitude toward f based on
its new mental state.
As presented in the previous sections, our model for attitude

construction is based on action beliefs’ evaluations associated
to the object, as proposed by Fazio [1]. Figure 4 illustrates the
representation of an attitude according to the model proposed
by Fazio.

Fig. 4. Example of attitude in Fazio, 2007.

Our implementation first evaluates a subjective benefit of
the actions’ impacts (see section IV-E). Second, we determine
the accessibility of these different impacts. This accessibility
value allows us to select a subset of impacts (the most
accessible ones) for the building of the attitude. This selection
corresponds to the notion of limited rationality of human being
[?]: one does not use its entire knowledge when evaluating a
fact, but only a subset. In our model, the selection of impacts
follows the peak-end theory [36] which stipulates that people
recalls facts that are either the most impressive (peak) or the
most recent (end). This will be detailed in subsection IV-F. The
final computation of attitudes based on the selected impacts is
a simple aggregation of the selected evaluations weighted by
their accessibilities, as will be presented in section IV-G.

E. Interest and benefit evaluation
The benefit of an action a(i) are determined subjectively,

i.e. in respect to agent i’s attitude and beliefs, using the

evaluation model proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen [37]. This
model combines the impact of the action for a subject with
the attitude of the individual toward this impacted subject. In
this way, an individual judging an action which is beneficial
for him or for some of his “friends” (positive attitude), the
overall benefit would be positive. Conversely, if the action is
beneficial for his “enemy” (negative attitude), the action would
have be evaluated with a negative value.
The benefit of the action is defined as the aggregation of

the impacts weighted by the attitude. We use a classical multi-
criteria aggregation operator OWA [38] instead of the mean
value:

evaluation(a, i) =

OWAip∈impactList(a,i)(payoff(ip)× att(i, subject(ip)))
(4)

F. Accessibility estimation

The selection of the “most accessible” impacts in memory,
which will serve to compute the attitude, we rely on the
peak-end theory [36]. To implement this model, we need to
determine some selection criterion for “peaks” information and
“ends” one.

a) Peaks: The evaluation of peaks is similar to the
interest value that was defined for the intra-population com-
munication in section IV-B2, except that we consider three
criteria instead of one: the source credibility, the sum of
impacts and the unexpectedness. This choice is supported by
some elements of Dessalles’ simplicity theory [35]: 1) the
higher the credibility, the more is the information interesting;
2) very positive or very negative impacting actions are more
compelling; 3) unexpected event are more easily retained.
The source credibility follows formula 1 defined previously:

cred(a, i) =

?
ip∈impactList(a,i)

σ(ip)

|impactList(a, i)| (5)

The sum of the impacts’ intensity of a function is weighted
by the attitude toward each subject (both as absolute values):
the more consequences an action has on each individual it
concerns, and the more the individual is important (positively
or negatively) for the agent, the higher the interest of this
action:

sumImpact(a, i) =?
ip∈impactList(a,i)

|payoff(ip)× att(i, subject(ip))|

|impactList(a, i)| (6)

The unexpectedness is computed as the difference between
the previous evaluation of the action and the new one (once
the new information has been integrated in the belief base):

evalDiff (a, i) =

|evaluationold(a, i)− evaluationnew(a, i)|
evaluationold(a, i)

(7)
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b) Ends: Since the end criteria corresponds to the most
recent information selection, we will simply use the recency
of the information as described in section IV-B2 and its
corresponding function 2:

recency(a, i) = 1 +max

?
0,

date(a, i)− cdate

m

?
(8)

c) Accessibility: Based on the previous values, the ac-
cessibility of an action belief is obtained by:

acc(a, i) = α × cred(a, i) + β × recency(a, i)
+ δ × sumImpact(a, i) + δ × evalDiff (a, i)

(9)
with α, β, γ and δ that represent the weights for each criteria,
taking their values in [0, 1]

G. Attitude construction

Once each actions’ benefits and accessibilities were com-
puted, the individual can finally compute his attitudes. To
account for subjects’ bounded rationality we assume that
this computation could not occur on all the actions he/she
observed. There is a limitation – we denotemaxMemory – to
the size of the working memory used by the subject to store the
list of actions – denoted aList(i) – that will impact the current
attitude. Following Fazio’s theory, each action a in aList(i)
will impact this attitude with a factor evaluation(a, i) ×
acc(a). Then, the global attitude impact will be an aggregation
of these factors using a classical multi-criteria aggregation
operator OWA [38]: OWAa(i)∈aList(i)(evaluation(a, i) ×
acc(a, i)). Finally, we add a non-linear response factor to this
aggregated impact using a sigmoid-like function. Hence the
final attitude a(i, f) ∈ [−1, 1] of agent i toward a Force f is
given by:

att(i, f) =

tanh
?
ρ.OWAa(i)∈aList(i) (evaluation(a, i)× acc(a, i))

?

(10)

Observations

This overall process of cognition revision is compliant with
some real-world/psychological observations:

• Attitude inertia: the intrinsic nature of the attitude makes
it fluctuate very little. By conserving the last evaluations
for computing the new attitude that derives from a new
information acquisition, the model transcribes this fea-
ture.

• Consistency between attitudes and beliefs: being directly
based on beliefs, attitudes preserve an harmony amid the
cognition as proposed by Heider [39].

• Compatibility with other attitudinal theories: while not
being fully exploited, the structure of attitude formation
is compatible with other models of attitudes like the
tripartite view [40].

• A limited memory: by implementing the peak-end rule
based on the evaluations accessibility, the agent is able
to limit the amount of used information for revising
attitudes.

• Subjective perception: impacts are evaluated by consid-
ering the individual’s attitude toward the subject of the
action which makes the information subjective to his
point of view.

V. MODEL EVALUATION
This section presents several preliminary experiments re-

sults of our model and analyses the impact of some key pa-
rameters on the attitude dynamics. We first describe the shared
basic settings of the simulations such as their initialization and
other cognitive parameters (V-A) before presenting the actual
simulation runs. Then, we show some experiments to under-
stand the basic behaviour of the model mechanisms through
a simple scenario in which the Force affects a specific social
group with beneficial and harmful actions (V-B). This allow us
to study the resulting attitudes dynamics of the different social
groups based on their relationships. In a second stage, we
analyze the evolution of attitudes in a more complex scenario
that involves Force’s communication (e.g. radio broadcasting)
to show the effect of a messages which are discordant with
the actual perception of the population (V-C).

A. Shared settings
All the experiments are based on a set of shared parameters

settings:
• Initialization: The population is split into three social
groups (A, B and C) each composed of 33 individuals
connected by an interaction network described in IV-B1.
The inter-social group attitudes are defined as shown in
Figure 1, social groups A and B are allied against a third
group C. People are confronted to a series of actions
performed by one Force determined by a scenario. Since
the population have no information on the Force at the
beginning of a simulation, their corresponding attitude is
“set” to zero.

• Belief related parameters: We map the highest credibility
σ1 to the subject itself, σ2 to an individual in the subject’s
direct contact and the lowest credibility σ3 to the Force
and others. Accordingly, we use the revision probability
table described in Figure 3.

• Attitude related parameters: α, β, γ and δ used in the
computation of the accessibility (IV-F) are fixed to be
equal: 0.25. Also, for these preliminary experimentations,
the parameter for the OWA function is set to 1

n , thus,
corresponding to a simple mean.

B. Basic behaviour
In order to understand the basic behaviour of the model, we

propose to run simulations through a simple scenario in which
the Force targets the social group A and proceeds to actions
in three phases:

• Phase 1: six repetitions of beneficial (+0.2) actions visible
by 15% of the group

• Phase 2: six repetitions of harmful actions (-0.8) visible
by 5% of the group

• Phase 3: six repetitions of beneficial actions (+0.3) by
30% of the group

Actions are separated by an interval of 5 time steps.
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Inter-individuals communication’s impact on social
groups’ attitude means dynamics: We propose to vary the
communication interest threshold Tcom to study its impact on
the attitude dynamics. Note that decreasing the value of Tcom

increases the communication activity within the population. In
the first experiments presented below, we show the general
evolution of attitudes means per social group by setting
Tcom = 1 (i.e no communication) through the simple scenario
that impacts the social group A. The curves as coloured as
follows: A-red ; B-blue ; C-green.

Fig. 5. Attitude means per social group with Tcom = 1 (no communication)

Figure 5: Since there is no communication between the
agents, only the witnesses are able to acquire information.
Thus, only a part of the group A is informed of the action
as we can see, therefore only A’s mean is altered. At each
action, the number of informed individuals increases. This is
confirmed by the shape of A’s curve evolving every 5 time
steps that corresponds to action interval.

Fig. 6. Attitude means per social group with Tcom = 0.22

Figure 6: Adding communication enables other individuals,
including other group’s, to get informed of the action. We
found that there is an interesting bifurcation effect depend-
ing on a certain Tcom threshold value that affect the inter-
individual communication impact. With Tcom < 0.22 there
is almost no communication effect on the overall attitude
dynamics. Here, with Tcom = 0.22, we can notice that the
evolution of the social group B (in blue) is following the

curve of the social group A (in red). Since these two social
groups are tied with a positive attitude, these groups evaluate
the actions in the same way. However, the communicated
information’s impacts intensity on B’s curve is weaker than
A’s variation. This is due to the fact that the actions do not
concern directly B, their accessibility in the memory of B’s
individuals is lower than in A’s memories. Conversely, the
curve of the social group C (in green) is virtually symmetrical
to A’s with which it is connected by a very negative attitude.
Also, some information are not well relayed in the network.
For instance, we can see that group B is not aware of the third
phase’s actions since its mean is not evolving after t = 60.
This is due to the low amount of communications. In the next
simulation, we decrease the threshold to Tcom = 0.1 in order
to increase the amount of exchanges.

Fig. 7. Attitude means per social group with Tcom = 0

Figure 7: By removing the boundary for messages’ interests
we let the agents communicate each beliefs they acquire, there-
fore the amplitude of groups’ reactions is increased compared
to the previous simulation. Here, a very large proportion of the
individuals are aware of Force’s actions, but some individuals
remains unaffected due to the probability of revision or to the
network topology. We can also notice that the mean of the
social group A is almost instantly raised to its stabilized value
in each phase. This phenomenon is due the quick spreading of
information: individuals are informed of the first occurrence
of the phase’s action before it is repeated, whether by directly
witnessing it or during a communication with his neighbours.

C. Discordant communication broadcast

One of the role of military communications consists in
providing information in favor of them, as well as done by
civilian’s ( e.g. publicity), in order to facilitate their operations
in the area. For instance, they can relate embellished impacts
of their actions in messages broadcast through radio. In the
next simulation, we show the reaction of the population to a
series of actions along with messages broadcast from the Force
relating their proceeded actions with embellished impacts.
The scenario is based on the latter simple scenario except
each action is followed by a message broadcast reaching 30%
of total population that relates the action with a doubled
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impact. First, we run the simulation without inter-individual
communication:

Fig. 8. Discordant message: Attitude means per social group with Tcom = 1

Figure 8: As in the previous simulation 5, only the impacted
social group A is aware of the action since we can notice that
B and C’s means remain steady during the first phase. They
are informed of the action after the Force’s message broadcast
at t = 30. All the broadcasts impact the attitude means, this is
due to the fact that the majority of the receivers are not direct
witnesses of the actions, therefore they believe the message as
it is and integrate the related information into their belief base.
However, if the receiver has previously witnessed the action
by his own-self, the probability that he will trust the message
is very low (10% as shown in Figure 3) since the credibility
of the Force is very low (σ3) toward subject’s own credibility
(highest credibility σ1). Thus, it would be interesting to see
the effect of inter-individual communication on the acceptance
of the broadcast message. In the next simulation, we let the
agents interact so that the witnesses can inform the action’s
true impact.

Fig. 9. Discordant message: Attitude means per social group with Tcom =
0.1

Figure 9: The graph shows that the communications broad-
cast have a very weak impact on the attitude means. This
situation demonstrates that the majority of the individuals
do not take into account the Force’s messages. With a high
communication activity within the population, each time an

action is witnessed by an individual, its information is diffused
within the population. Since the credibility of a message
coming from a neighbour is higher than the Force’s credibility
– i.e the neighbour directly witnessed the action – or at least
equal – i.e the neighbour relayed a message from another
source –, the probability to revise their knowledge base using
the broadcast message is very low.

D. Dispersion of individuals attitudes

Finally, we study the dispersion of individual attitudes. To
do so, we analyze the aggregated standard variation value
agStdDev as the mean of the three averages standard variation
within each social group. This value corresponds to the average
dispersion within each group and is different from the overall
standard deviation. We show below, the graph for the simple
scenario with tcom = 0.22:

Fig. 10. Aggregated standard deviations of social groups with Tcom = 0.22

Figure 10: We can see that each phase correspond to a
plateau with a tendency of an increasing agStdDev over time.
This increase is due to the fact that at each new injection of
new information, we raise the probability that an individual
is aware of the information, thus widening the dispersion
with the others who are not informed. Moreover, we can see
some transient boosts in these increases that can be explain
by the inter-individual communication: at the beginning of a
phase, an action is perceived by some agents. This situation
creates a disparity within groups between the individuals who
are aware and those who are not. But the corresponding
information is then diffused into the network via interactions
between agents. Thus, this process reduces the disparity by
allowing more individuals acquiring the fact. Besides this, the
second transient boost in the figure is larger than the others.
As we can see in Figure 7, this phase reverses the attitude
means for all the groups, as a result it generates a big gap
between agents attitudes which explains this peak. Moreover,
we found again that the communication intensity has an impact
on this agStdDev variation. We show below the variation of
agStdDev along with tcom:
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Fig. 11. Aggregated standard deviations at each phase with Tcom =
{1, 0.22, 0}

Figure 11: We can notice that increasing the communication
activity within the population decreases the standard deviations
within groups. This is due to a form of agreement within
groups catalyzed by the exchange of information.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a simulation model of attitude dynamics based
on socio-psychological theories. This model relies on belief
revision for attitude construction, based on communication
information. Our communication mechanism considers intra-
population relations and influence. The credibility of the
information and its importance impacts the computation of
the attitude over time. We studied the dynamics of this model
on several simple examples that illustrate the impact of the
communication on the attitudes.
One goal of our model is to help western countries to rely

on communication strategy in stabilization operation and to
reduce the use of conventional kinetic actions i.e. based on
the use of military force. However, this model is not limited
to military applications and can be easily adapted to civilian
usage: the Forces can represent any kind of active social object
such as political parties, institutions, companies, brands etc.
The model presented here can be extended in several ways.

Our first perspective is to further analyse the sensibility of
our model to the various parameters used in the dynamics and
also to the simulation initialization. Besides this, it will be
interesting to calibrate the model using real-life data collected
on the terrain to study both its expressiveness and simulation
power. Our second perspectives aim at extending the popu-
lation model. We want to include the notion of population
behaviour (actions) influenced by their attitudes, so that our
model can be used for anticipating the actual actions of the
studied individuals.
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